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October-Marketing in October 2022 

The measuring device in the middle of the two production 

lines (of three in total) shows 686 PPM. There's a lot of 

October marketing going on 

 
Nothing great happened this weekend? Nothing really, I reply. Or does it?! It's 

the federal level at the very top that deals with these websites here. There are 

two worldwide factory websites 1 and 2. Factory 2 for two months now. Bitz-

like an echo went around the world, since English-language shops have also 

emerged with corresponding English-language Rufflestore.com products that 

can be used worldwide. No one in the world can follow here, not even a 

university from any country. GitHub or others who know that they have 

promoted me so far worldwide are specified. They certainly know! 

 

The town clerk service of the city administration was also standing in the 

middle with a revolver, wanted to shoot everything down with a revolver, then 

on September 10th, 2022 came the mean letter from the "city revolver from 

the local Langenthal" - his apprentice would be willing to pay CHF 1000 in 

damages . However, higher bodies than the cantonal ones have long been 

involved. This goes too far in October marketing, which, by the way, we are 

professionally standing with both factories on the Internet in world shops that 

are always connected, where the whole world can go shopping for a few 

weeks. 

 

It should continue to be as it had to be. In four flu days I reported the political 

knockout to the doctor, two hours later that I had survived Omicron and the 

scanner program created in four fever days as a salvation for the entire 

 



professional world (within my graphics branch) was fully functional and 

flawless just when the Omicron was defeated asked. 

 

Link to App-Wende worldwide: click here 

 

https://www.a4web.de/1832/Preprocessor-Uhrwerk-1-10-6-21.php 

 

there on this link under CAL tool it can be seen that from app no. 25 quick 

times to App_Nr. 100 continues with the globally sought-after Ruffle Content 

Management System by Scannerprogramm by Omikron by Andreas 

Lützenberger Made in Switzerland 

 

Daniel Steiner revolvers I and II against my clockwork 

manufacturing factories 1 and 2 locally by a town clerk from 

Langenthal are only local and cannot have been overlooked 

cantonally through Dunantstrasse 6 as of this weekend by the 

federal judge's office: this is forbidden! 

 

 
 

The photo above shows many years of the required purchase of 

www.langenthal.eu for currently CHF 75,000! From past cooperation between 

our company and around 6 local authorities, this domain is the largest top-level 

https://www.a4web.de/1832/Preprocessor-Uhrwerk-1-10-6-21.php


purchase result (freelance work for many years at this top-level, from 

Rapperswil to Zurich and Basel, top-level workers who have been freed for 

years on behalf of the city). 

 

Revolvers are of no use here, not even a legal play off by the town clerk on 

September 10, 2022. Federal judges are now judging it this weekend. That's the 

great thing, about which I report again, as I have for years, every weekend. 

 

The former world boxing champion also announces victory in Ukraine. 

 

We are European administrators of products used around the world and do not 

need local authorities who have never earned anything from exports, but have 

only deducted taxpayers' money from the other export companies here in 

Langenthal. 

 

Andreas Lützenberger 

 


